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Metro Vancouver
Urban Forest Climate Adaptation Workshop
On September 16, 2019, Metro Vancouver hosted an Urban Forest Climate  
Adaptation workshop.

The workshop was attended by over 100 practitioners, including arborists, landscape 
architects, environment managers, urban foresters, nursery staff, park planners,  
health authorities, among others.

The purpose of the workshop was to:

1.  Explore how decisions around tree selection are made across the region 

2.  Identify how Metro Vancouver can support these decisions through an online tool 

3.  Connect with and learn from other practitioners in the region 

Participants completed two activities to meet the intended purpose.

ACTIVITY 1: Urban Tree Decision-Making Process 
This activity explored the following question: What are the key steps and decision  
points that determine which tree goes in the ground?

ACTIVITY 1A: Participants answered this question individually, and shared their results  
with the table.

Following the workshop, we categorized each worksheet based 
on the participant’s practitioner group, and created a single 
summary of responses for each group:
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 Identify drivers e.g. 
resident requests, 
municipal and regional 
requirements/bylaws/
policies, budget, riparian 
tree requirements, 
replacement ratios, 
organizational guidelines, 
protected areas

 Assess site history, research 
data, consider future 
development

 Consider nursery availability, 
long-lived species, costs, 
timing, environmental 
outcomes for the organization

 Water and trim trees, manage 
invasive species

 Consider hazards as tree 
matures, safety, health status of 
tree, viewscapes, biodiversity, 
privacy

 Evaluate pilot plots, inspect 
quality of installation

 Consider land use, 
existing landscape 
conditions, maintenance 
requirements, expected 
tree growth rate and 
form, available space on 
site, and size of planting 
required

 Complete I-Tree analysis, assess current and 
future ecosystem services value, consider native 
species that perform well on site, infrastructure 
vs. nature-based solutions, bioengineering 
options, historical species (e.g. heirloom and 
indigenous species), non-native tree risks, 
trial species (to provide better climate change 
information), climate change concerns, Metro 
Vancouver UFCA materials, climate adaptation 
strategy linkages (e.g. recommendations for 
urban forest management, wildfire mitigation, 
re-forestation), hybridizing tree species (and 
feasibility with climate change), trees as sense of 
place and culture, cultural diversity implications, 
equity considerations (e.g. consider low income 
neighbourhoods), tree size and hazards, tree 
lifespan, non-aggressive roots

 Match supply of trees with demand, bolster 
communication between growers and specifiers, 
use education and outreach, social media and 
volunteer programs, encourage collaboration with 
developer/homeowner and landscape architect/
planner, communicate with gardening shops, 
consult with others, establish pre-planning site 
improvements, use BC One Call

 Consider long term 
budget and maintenance 
needs, conceptualize tree 
security as you would for 
food security (most trees 
are sourced from a single 
location)

 Create inventory,  
sample plan

 Identify purpose of planting 
e.g. regeneration, aesthetics, 
parks, traffic median, slope 
stabilization, co-benefits 
e.g. health (shade, cooling, 
allergenicity, pollution capture) 
ecosystem benefits and 
services, habitat value, single 
tree vs. canopy

 Assess site conditions 
e.g. planting area, soil 
volume, soil conditions, 
park conditions, existing 
ecosystems, street trees, 
canopy competition, stand 
age/composition, health 
and diversity of existing 
trees, urban utilities, light, 
microclimate considerations 
(e.g. at grade, on roof), 
pests, water, future risks, 
constraints, complete 
environmental assessment

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Health Authority/NGO/Academic/Other
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

 Engage both internally 
and externally (e.g. inter-
department and intra-
department discussions)

 Review zoning and large-scale 
policy plans, coordinate with 
other departments in the planning 
phase, bridge the disconnect 
between development, planning 
processes and operations, 
review site specifications, 
consider avoidance mitigation 
and compensation planning, 
evaluate protection options, 
consider permit requirements, 
create landscape design (e.g. with 
landscape architects)

1.  IDENTIFY  
NEED/PURPOSE

2.  SITE ASSESSMENT 3.  RESEARCH AND  
BEST PRACTICES

6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4. SOURCING
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Develop overall landscape design 

Source species, assess construction 
drawings and specifications, confirm 
with experts, prepare soil and hydrology, 
conduct field review, tag trees

Respond to inspections and 
requests from contractors

 Substitute trees

Attend to maintenance 
needs for fruiting and 
pruning (often operations 
and maintenance staff) 

Identify species, planting plan 
objectives and long-term 
considerations

Liaise between municipalities 
and consultants to determine 
requirements/goals

 Assess site conditions, 
constraints and opportunities 
e.g. sun/shade, soil, views, 
hydrology, circulation, slope, 
size, habitat

Identify suitable trees based 
on site conditions and tree 
attributes, ecosystem services 
and other functions, review 
recommended plant lists and 
technical considerations 

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Landscape Architect
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Confirm tree availability

1.  SITE ANALYSIS 2.  DESIGN 3.  PLANTING PLAN 6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4.  SITE 
PREPARATION 
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Prepare site

Harvest, prepare order, sell to customer, 
use marketing, coordinate shipping/
delivery of plant material

Stake, prune, and maintain trees, consider 
tree aesthetics, mature sizing/time to 
maturity, native/non-native hardiness Grow/propagate species

Consider resistance 
and susceptibility to 
pests and drought, soil 
conditions

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Nursery/Grower
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1.  REVIEW/
SOURCING 

2.  PLANTING/
GROWING 

3.  MAINTENANCE 6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4.  HARVESTING/
SELLING 

Determine availability (locally 
and regionally) of seedlings/
liners, ease of growth, growth 
rate and habit, access to land 
and labour

 Review customer list, 
complete market research, 
assess climate projections, 
consider site requirements 
for soil, size, and canopy, 
consider cost, tree 
purpose (shade, buffering, 
environmental benefits), 
tree type (coniferous, 
deciduous, etc.), quality of 
material, sales, zone

Consult with 
practitioners (e.g. 
planners, landscape 
architects, arborists, 
growers), order/
purchase plant material
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Assess infrastructure overhead (e.g. wires and 
power lines), underground (use BC One Call), 
and related urban conditions (e.g. traffic, views, 
neighbourhood values) 

Prune, water (and establish 
watering plan), remove stakes, 
assess key functions

Consider surrounding 
building and development 
trends, tree growth rate 
and life expectancy 

Undertake maintenance transition period (e.g. 
one year of maintenance by developer, then 
transition to municipal maintenance – this is 
potentially when trees are put on a mapping 
inventory)

Complete post-planting 
inspection (e.g. via 
developer arborist)

Determine available space, nutrients, soil 
characteristics (type, form, volume and 
quality), surface type, sun/shade, exposure, 
wind, moisture and drainage, canopy shape, 
pre-existing natural environment and species 
(diversity considerations), existing diseases 
and invasive species

Review restoration guidelines (e.g. BC 
restoration guidelines), future hazard 
tree potential, and future climate 
change considerations

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Arborist
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1.  PLANNING 3.  SOURCING  6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

4.  SITE 
    PREPARATION

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

Identify need/purpose 
(street tree/replacement 
tree), budget, total 
number and location of 
trees to be planted

Liaise between developers 
and planners, landscape 
architects, homeowner, etc.

Consider time frame, historical 
planting successes

Review suggested planting 
list, planting plans

Browse availability lists, review 
substitutions if nursery is out of stock, 
determine potential for hybridizing native 
species, determine caliper preference

Assess species 
suitability e.g. size, 
tolerance to drought 
and urban conditions, 
seasonal colours, 
fruiting potential

Determine logistics e.g. 
staff time/resources, 
purchasing and 
procurement, cost of 
tree and maintenance 
decisions, tree delivery 
and storage

Determine planting hole depth 
and radius, complete grading, 
staking, mounding, etc.

Establish planting 
technique (e.g. 
bare root, ball and 
burlap)

Plan for fall planting season

2.  SITE ASSESSMENT
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Consider future plans/
conflicts/maintenance, 
how park/site is used, 
future needs of trees 

Ensure planting matches 
specifications, evaluate/inspect tree 
health, establish watering program 
and innovations (e.g. deep watering 
crews to unsuccessful areas), identify 
dedicated equipment (e.g. water 
truck), maintain below and above 
ground, amend soil, fertilize plant 
seed, replace plant understory 
species, remove invasive species

Establish maintenance 
timeline with contractor 
(e.g. 1 year), brush around 
new trees 

Identify trees that are not doing 
well, update GIS inventory

Assess surrounding 
area needs and site 
characteristics, built form, 
utilities, soil (volume and 
type, silva cells), salinity, 
exposure, light access, 
moisture/irrigation, ecology/
existing species on site (e.g. 
health status, diversity), 
existing hard/softscapes

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Park Planner
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1.  POLICY AND 
PLANNING 
RESEARCH 

3.  OPTIONS 
ASSESSMENT 
AND SOURCING   

6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4.  APPROVALS/
LOGISTICS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Identify needs of the 
area – e.g. shade, 
habitat, aesthetics, food, 
replacement of tree/
canopy and scale of project 
(e.g. urban reforestation, 
donation trees)

Incorporate master 
planning processes and 
staff recommendations, 
review urban forestry/
city strategy goals, review 
biodiversity plans, create 
draft targets, identify 
planting sites, identify key 
stakeholders, coordinate 
across departments

Consider function (e.g. slope 
stabilization, heat island 
reduction), refer to experience 
on pros/cons for various 
species, research disease 
resistant varieties, consider 
invasive root structure 

Determine logistics (e.g. 
funding and operating/
capital project costs, 
planting personnel, 
potential suppliers, 
supplies, timeline)

Refer to planting/site plan, 
recommendations based on 
site assessment, and planning/
development department 
criteria list, review landscape 
drawing, needs of residents, and 
climate change considerations 
(life expectancy and climate 
projections, wildfire risk, etc.)

Order trees ahead of 
time (2-3 years) to let 
nursery grow and hold 
trees, source trees 
available (be open to a 
wider range of species 
to increase availability at 
nursery), consult/design 
to select tree species, 
finalize tree list, work 
with bidder/arborist on 
alternate species

Identify pests, disease, 
tolerance (drought and 
wet) issues on available 
trees and review nursery 
stock, select and tag 
trees, put projects out 
for tender

Obtain approvals from park 
manager to avoid conflicts, 
secure purchasing, determine 
which place to plant (avoid 
conflicts) and prioritize sites, 
consider purchase/funding 
availability (budget) and timing, 
consider assets 

Communications: Engage with residents, work with 
engineering, planning/development departments, 
meet with local First Nations, recruit tree stewards, 
communicate with stewardship groups, coordinate 
planting crews and equipment, use BC One Call, 
notify residents and businesses, engage the public, 
set up appropriate signage

Final site prep: Consider machinery/vehicle 
needs, access and operations, arrange/contract 
planting crew (e.g. by urban forestry crew or 
stewardship group), remove invasive species/
contract invasive plant treatment, select 
species for site, arrange tree delivery to site

Share or co-develop plans, refer to 
recommended species list, create/
revise species list based on site visits 
and stakeholder meetings, create list 
for quotes/availability 

2.  SITE ASSESSMENT
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Assess site type/use, bylaws, 
future development

Landscape, prune and water trees, 
remove stakes, fertilize, recognize 
warranties, identify roles (e.g. tenant/
owner, operations staff, etc.)

Assess location, existing built 
environment, sun/shade levels, 
soil structure, soil locations, 
moisture level, irrigation, 
drainage, space, height, 
exposure, growth habits, 
geoclimatic zone, ecosystem 
considerations, safety, aesthetics, 
ground cover, pests/disease, 
existing trees (e.g. deciduous/
coniferous)

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Grounds/Facilities/Maintenance Staff
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1. IDENTIFY NEED 3.  COSTS, DESIGN, 
APPROVALS   

7.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

6. PLANTING
            Key Steps:                             

4.  SOURCING 5.  SITE   
PREPARATION

Assess project size, integrate 
with business plan, determine 
customer needs, identify 
purpose (e.g. response to 
requests, hazard tree mitigation, 
replacement tree, urban vs. 
natural planting)

Determine the function/benefits 
of the tree e.g. privacy, shade, 
ornamental, fruit

Identify maintenance costs, 
short vs. long-term costs, tree 
costs, developer costs, funding 
sources, service costs, project and 
operating capital

Acquire contractor/arborist 
recommendation and 
organizational approvals, discuss 
with client, coordinate with 
municipalities, create and review 
design, approve/substitute 
design, approve budget

Consider availability, time frame, 
irrigation requirements, species and 
cultivar selection, layout

Prepare planting pits, establish 
procurement process, identify 
temporary storage

2.  SITE ANALYSIS 
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Assess soil, aspect, sightlines, 
built environment, utilities, 
space, moisture, slope, sun/
shade levels

Remove invasive species, 
prepare site

Determine availability of stock and 
replacement, contract installation (e.g. 
by Qualified Environmental Professional), 
select species

Communicate and engage with the public, 
undertake internal communication and engagement 
training, review and input, obtain permit approvals, 
develop business case 

Consider potential ecosystem services, 
species type (e.g. must be native if in 
an Environmentally Sensitive Area), 
potential human/wildlife conflicts 
(e.g. fruiting trees near bear habitat), 
tree shape, availability, mitigation and 
replacement needs, operations and 
maintenance requirements

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Municipal Environment Manager
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1.  POLICY 
ASSESSMENT  

2.  SITE ASSESSMENT/
REQUIREMENTS 

3.  COMMUNICATIONS 
AND APPROVALS 

6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4.  SOURCING AND  
SITE PREPARATION

Identify land owner, consider future 
development and development process 
(e.g. development permit guidelines), 
regulations and bylaws, city standards, 
environmentally sensitive areas, tree 
retention areas, permitting and policy 
processes, asset management 

Incorporate sustainability 
and climate change lens, 
consider native vs. non-
native species, ecology, 
equity, biodiversity, and 
urban forestry

Incorporate species lists 
into guidelines, consult 
provincial riparian 
species list

Collect and monitor data, replant 
and replace species, remove invasive 
species, return bonds 
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Assess site history

Visit nurseries, assess 
availability and quality  
(e.g. pests, invasiveness, 
size, canopy/shade, 
allergens, colour, leaf drop, 
bark and leaf aesthetics)

Select trees based on 
personal experience, order 
stock (planting may not be 
completed for years after 
plan is accepted due to 
nursery stock availability) 

Determine the number of 
trees needed per year 

Determine soil volume, 
size, visibility, and pruning 
requirements for new trees

Assess soil volume, compaction, 
and quality, irrigation needs and 
water access, space, sightlines, 
existing species, existing area 
type conditions (e.g. street, 
forest, cemetery, elevation, 
utilities, exposure to salt, etc.), 
constraints

Consider future planning e.g. 
road works/transportation, 
utilities, park planning, 
expansion, acquisition, 
climate change

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Urban Forester
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

3.  SOURCING AND 
SELECTION  

5.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

4. PLANTING
      Key Steps:                             

Review tree list, plan park partnerships, 
identify urban planning goals, review 
restoration and engineering plan, 
inventory existing forest and species mix 
(e.g. size, species, and distribution)

Assess future needs, identify 
future planting sites and 
locations, space, irrigation 
and soil requirements 
for new trees, gaps and 
areas of low canopy, the 
number of trees removed 
(and replaced) through 
development applications 
and the trees being retained, 
create replacement tree plan 
with developer’s landscape 
architect/arborists

Check in with nurseries to 
determine availability

Hold securities to ensure 
maintenance is complete

1.  PLANNING 2.  SITE ASSESSMENT
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Consider field vs. container 
grown species, environmental 
suitability and tolerance, 
species suitability based on 
tree list, species diversity ratio 
(10-20-30 rule)

Determine availability/
quality of suitable plants

Communicate with developer/landscape 
architect, communicate plan required with 
developer/homeowner, tender project

Complete design and 
technical review

Visit site, address 
permit fees

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

Practitioner Group: Development/Bylaw Staff
ACTIVITY 1A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1. REVIEW 2.  DECISIONS AND 
PERMITTING

3.  SOURCING 5.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

4. PLANTING
        Key Steps:                             

Review landscape 
guidelines, retain consultant, 
transfer information, review 
setbacks for growth area

Review landscape architecture 
plant list, city tree list, 
approved species list 

Determine site conflicts and 
tree suitability, available soil 
volume to support selection, 
existing tree diversity Review development 

type (e.g. single family 
vs. large commercial 
development, capital 
project initiative) and 
landscape development 
plan, receive bid permits, 
review hardscaping and 
site history, utilities, 
conflicts, and previous site 
changes

Contract one-year warranty for 
maintenance 

Inspect post-planting and 
compare to specifications, 
assess species health and 
spacing, mulch 

Replace trees if required
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Metro Vancouver  
Urban Forest Climate Adaptation Workshop
ACTIVITY 1B - Next, we asked participants to complete the same worksheet task as a group with  
the other participants at their table, noting where climate change is currently being considered (*),  
and where climate change should be considered (*).

Following the workshop, we summarized each table worksheet and created  
a single summary of responses: 
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 *Identify potential  
planting locations

 Develop *conceptual 
design and consider 
**drought tolerance, 
**irrigation, **design 
guidelines, **best practices, 
**grower forecasts, values, 
neighbourhood character, 
historical plantings, native 
and ornamental plantings, 
cultural implications, 
**species form and function

 Identify species purpose/
function e.g. **shade, 
habitat/*future habitat, 
livability, *ecosystem 
benefits, screening, 
**edible fruits, aesthetics

 Consider requirements, 
policy guidelines, 
*budget (e.g. for 
irrigation and lifespan 
maintenance), 
*regulations, *bylaws, 
*planting plan, tree 
locations, tree sizes

 *Consult with nursery, 
hybridize native species, 
consult with clients, 
coordinate infrastructure 
and land use, *contract 
growing for future needs, 
**inspect production

 Assess current and 
future *soil volume/
quality, *changes to soil 
type/structure, nutrient 
levels, *sun/shade levels, 
*temperature/microclimate, 
topography, *elevation, 
*drainage, moisture, 
**changes to water table  
and hydrology

Review *existing 
vegetation/ecological 
integrity, species size 
at maturity, inventory, 
tree/environmental 
assessments, trees to 
be *retained/*replaced, 
*views 

 Assess **site constraints, 
*utilities above and 
below ground, grades, 
**circulation/traffic, 
maintenance needs and 
site function, *long term 
plans, *future site uses/
development 

 Confirm planting details, 
logistics, accessibility, 
installation requirements, 
labour resources, crews/
efficiencies, delivery, use 
BC One Call

 Prepare soil, tree pits, 
utilities, hardscape, 
workplan

 Determine plant substitutions, 
consult with arborists, assess 
specifications

 *Notify public, recruit 
tree stewards, put up 
construction notice, *track 
and monitor data

 Prune young trees, 
remove invasive species, 
maintain for pests/
disease, *water, fertilize, 
brush, mulch

 Provide *feedback to *growers, 
update budget costs, *review 
and update policy, regulations, 
standards, etc.

 **Choose plant to match soil and moisture type, 
consider if the plant has a**similar growing 
environment, consider *root stability, understory, 
species diversity, **disease/pest resistance, invasive 
species, **environmental resilience, **hardiness, 
and the urban-forest interface (*fire risk, *flood, 
*landslides, *wind)

 Select species and varietals for shape/
size, flowering potential, safety, and 
*health benefits, consider *growth rate 
(for replacement), costs, *availability, age, 
height, canopy spread

 Select *silva cells, *irrigation 
systems, **growing medium 
quality and volume

 Consider *future maintenance needs, 
security, on/off site options, obtain 
tree assessment for health/vigour/
form, obtain stakeholder input, 
tender documents 

ACTIVITY 1B SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

* Area where climate change is currently considered

* Area where climate change should be considered

Tree Species Decision-Making Process
Based on your role and experience, what are the key steps and decision points  
that determine which tree goes in the ground? 

1.  SITE ANALYSIS 2.  DESIGN AND 
COORDINATION

3.  TREE 
SELECTION

6.  MAINTENANCE & 
REPLACEMENT

5. PLANTING
          Key Steps:                             

4.  SITE  
PREPARATION
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ACTIVITY 2: Urban Tree Tool 
To introduce Activity 2, Amelia Needoba from Diamond Head Consulting presented 
on Metro Vancouver’s Urban Forest Climate Adaptation Initiative materials.  To help 
understand how these materials can be made more accessible via an online tool, 
a current example of an online tree selection tool (citree) was demonstrated and 
participants were asked two questions:

ACTIVITY 2A - How could an online tool be made most useful to you?

ACTIVITY 2B - What did you like and dislike about the citree tool example?

The feedback from these questions will be considered as Metro Vancouver’s online 
tool is developed.

A Few Workshop Learnings
1.  British Columbia nurseries need more lead time - it may take 8-10 years from the 

date of order to the date of planting if the species requested is new and different. 
Since some trees may not be available at nurseries, it is important to consider 
appropriate (climate-resilient) substitutes.

2.  Climate change should be considered when identifying potential planting locations 
and future site requirements/constraints, providing feedback to growers, reviewing 
policies, and planning for maintenance (e.g. watering). 

3.  An online tool that is easy to use, accessible on site (mobile-friendly), visually 
appealing (includes images of each tree species), and updated regularly would be 
most useful to practitioners.

4.  A street tree needs to be in the landscape for several decades before the value of 
ecosystem services produced (carbon, stormwater, air quality and building energy 
savings) begins to exceed the investment in planting and maintenance. 

Thanks to all who participated in this workshop. By working 
collaboratively and learning from each other, we are one 
step closer to ensuring our region’s urban forests thrive in a 
changing climate.  Image by Diamond Head Consulting
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https://citree.de/?language=en

